Run 2322 – Art Deco Appreciation Society
Hares: Scruffy and Zit
Run:
Scruffy and Zit were dressed like racetrack touts. They were supposed to represent
Art Deco of the period 1920-1940 but the look was more like Lonnie Donegan
1960 (My old man’s a dustman)
Zit proceeded to read the first two pages of the Wikipedia description of Art Deco
but the westerly wind was blowing away any grasp of interest the pack might have
had.
To warm up, walkers and runners eagerly headed towards Morley Street. Most of
the laneways to the river are blocked by non Art Deco apartments leaving little
room for creative trail laying. Of course Grewsome and Tinkerbell were vying for
front runner status until a check near the junction with Merthyr Road. Not
enough time for the back runners LAP and Wasta to catch up or maybe they
were studying the Art Deco houses studiously labelled by the hares. From here
the pack headed for Zit’s place where a re-group was placed outside his gate.
Tinkerbell was keen to relieve himself but thoughtfully decided that this probably
was not the right location for that. It would have to wait until the park which was
the next predictable destination in a suburb surrounded by river. Here the back
runners Multiple, with Tweety and Each Way, managed to catch up to the
FRBs which included JC, Bugs and Even Optus, busy taking the long loop by the
lazy Brisbane River.
After the Powerhouse Theatre the trail re-entered the New Farm streets but the
pack was overcome by confusion with the lack of arrows. Here Grewsome and JC
did some creative self-navigation home. About 7 other souls found a trail near to
Bowen Terrace which led back to Wilson Outlook Reserve in less than one hour.
Best and Less reckons he did the run but I honestly did not see him once.
The wind had dropped a bit allowing time to appreciate the surrounds and I must
admit that the view of the Storey Bridge and the cityscape was pretty amazing and
after scribe’s recent tour of London and Paris that is saying something.

Circle:
Ever the volunteer Vaso started the proceedings by asking for an explanation from
LAP about his overseas behaviour. Unfortunately LAP responded with 10
minutes of marital mayhem in Germany about his partners cunning linguist skills.
Monk#2 Multiple called out Wasta for forgetting to take a hash shirt overseas.
Wasta dug a deep hole for himself by admitting to actually buying a Hamersley
shirt. Why any hashman would do that still needs to be explained!
Ice was still warmer than the wind so Lufty was called for making a c*nt of
himself at a family lunch. Nothing new here so LAP decided that Mulpiple had
kept us from the pub long enough that he got nominated as SOTW.
Visitor Each Way was given a down-down and the pack headed to the pub and
warmer air.
Brunswick Hotel:
Actually the Brunswick is a Victorian design building but as the hares could find
only 3 Art Deco buildings in the New Farm suburb it had to do on the night as a
substitute.
The 2 metre tall gas heaters in the outdoor bar really made it hard to think about
going home.
Among the group there was much discussion about the recent Nash Hash and the
legal implications which will keep Brisbane hashers buzzing for years to come.
Wikipedia information:
In Queensland, Innisfail area has the best collection of Art Deco Buildings
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